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Abstract. Several investigations reported the possible identification of anomalous geomagnetic field signals prior to
earthquake occurrence. In the ULF frequency range, candidates for precursory signatures have been proposed in the
increase in the noise background and polarization parameter (i.e. the ratio between the amplitude/power of the vertical
component and that one of the horizontal component), in the
changing characteristics of the slope of the power spectrum
and fractal dimension, in the possible occurrence of short duration pulses. We conducted, with conventional techniques
of data processing, a preliminary analysis of the magnetic
field observations performed at L’Aquila during three months
preceding the 6 April 2009 earthquake, focusing attention on
the possible occurrence of features similar to those identified
in previous events. Within the limits of this analysis, we do
not find compelling evidence for any of the features which
have been proposed as earthquake precursors: indeed, most
of aspects of our observations (which, in some cases, appear consistent with previous findings) might be interpreted
in terms of the general magnetospheric conditions and/or of
different sources.

1

Introduction

In the last two decades several papers reported the possible
identification of anomalous geomagnetic field signals prior
to earthquake occurrence (reviews by Hattori and Hayakawa,
2007; Fraser-Smith, 2008, 2009, and papers therein referenced) and large networks of ground-based instruments
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and even some satellite-based systems have been recently
dedicated to these scopes (Bleier and Freund, 2005; Bleier
and Dunson, 2005; Reichhardt, 2003; Parrot and Ouzounov,
2006; Zlotnicki et al., 2006).
In the ultra low frequency range (ULF, 1 mHz<f <10 Hz),
emissions preceding strong and destructive earthquakes were
originally proposed for the Loma Prieta event (M=6.9, according to USGS Catalog; distance of instrumentation from
the epicentre, d≈7 km; Fraser-Smith et al., 1990; Bernardi
et al., 1991) and further corroborated for other strong earthquakes, such as Spitak (M=6.8; d≈128 km; Molchanov et
al., 1992; Kopytenko et al., 1993), Guam (M=7.8; d≈65 km;
Hayakawa et al., 1996, 1999; Miyahara et al., 1999; Ida
et al., 2005), Biak (M=8.2; d≈100 km; Hayakawa et al.,
2000), Chia-yi (M=7.6; d≈8 km; Yen et al., 2004), Bovek
(M=5.2; d≈153 km; Prattes et al., 2008), Alum Rock
(M=5.6; d≈2 km; Bleier et al., 2009), and others. According to these analysis, ULF precursor signals might basically
consist of one or more of the following aspects:
– A substantial increase in the noise background starting
from days to several weeks preceding earthquake covering almost the entire ULF range (Loma Prieta, Spitak, Guam, Alum Rock), followed by an anomalous dip
in the range 0.2–5 Hz starting one day ahead the earthquake (Loma Prieta).
– An increase to a high level of activity in the range ≈10–
50 mHz starting few hours before the earthquake (Loma
Prieta, Spitak).
– A broad maximum of the “polarization parameter”
R 2 =PZ /PH about one month before the earthquake (PZ
and PH being the integrated power of the vertical component, Z, and of the North/South component, H, in the
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approximate range of frequency ≈ 10–100 mHz; Guam,
Bovec) and the emission of presumably earthquake associated waves with main frequency in the range 20–
50 mHz (Guam).

– A gradual decrease of the slope of the power spectrum during the process of earthquake preparation
(1–1.5 month) and an increase of the fractal dimension
(Guam, Biak).
– An increased occurrence of negative or positive (or a
combination of positive and negative) pulses of short
duration, identified on the East/West component (D)
approximately 15 days before the earthquake (Alum
Rock).
As a matter of fact, although no firm evidence for a clear
association between these features and the earthquake occurrence has yet been provided, all the experimental elements summarized in previous paragraphs have been considered as candidates for precursory signatures (Fraser-Smith,
2009). However, the absence of common features for different events makes controversial the entire subject. On the
other hand, the possible detection of precursory signals is
obviously expected to be related to the strength and characteristics of the seismic events as well as to the distance of the
epicentre from the geomagnetic observatory. Fraser-Smith
et al. (1994), who examined the Northridge event (M=6.7),
concluded that, assuming that ULF magnetic fields were produced, their amplitudes were too small to produce obvious
increases in the ULF background noise at d≈81 km from the
epicentre. Nevertheless, an analysis conducted by Johnston
et al. (2006) did not reveal any indication for an ULF activity
preceding the Parkfield earthquake (M=6.0; 28 September
2004) immediately above the hypocenter and along a magnetometric array of ≈60 km. In addition, according to Thomas
et al. (2009a), the geomagnetic field measurements of the
Loma Prieta earthquake (the most frequently cited identification of a magnetic precursor) might be also interpreted in
terms of anomalous magnetic signals not related to the earthquake (Thomas et al., 2009b also proposed the absence of
anomalous signals at Guam), eventually due to a coincidental
geomagnetic solar-terrestrial disturbance (Campbell, 2009).
From a theoretical point of view, several physical mechanisms have been proposed to explain the possible appearance of geomagnetic signals (in general) prior the earthquake occurrence; they include electrokinetic and magnetohydrodynamic effects resulting from fluid motions through
the crust, piezomagnetism, stress-induced increase in local
crustal conductivity, microfracturing, and others (Draganov
et al., 1991; Park, 1993; 1996; Fenoglio et al., 1993, 1995;
Johnston, 1997; Merzer and Klemperer, 1997; Molchanov
and Hayakawa, 1994, 1995a, 1998; Egbert, 2002; Surkov
et al., 2003; Simpson and Taflove, 2005). Basically, however, the expected effects are mainly correlated with the onset
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of quasi-static magnetic field variations and ULF emissions
would eventually appear as transient features.
In this context, given the importance of all the aspects
which might be related to the earthquake prediction, we
found interesting to provide the results of the ULF measurements conducted close to the epicentre (d≈6 km) during
three months preceding the earthquake of 6 April 2009 which
devastated L’Aquila (AQU, Italy, LT=UT+1; geomagnetic
coordinates: 36.33◦ N; 87.37◦ E) and its territory (including
the Physics Department) and caused more than 300 deaths
(including 47 students of the local university). In this preliminary analysis, adopting conventional techniques of data
processing, we focus attention on the possible occurrence of
features similar to those identified in previous events; more
sophisticated analysis of this event and thorough comparisons with simultaneous measurements at other stations will
be presented in forthcoming papers.
The central Apennines, that belongs to the Lazio-Abruzzi
Mesozoic carbonate platform domain, is dominated by the
roll-back of the Adriatic subduction toward the east. This region shows an arc-like belt of seismicity in the upper crust
that follows the mountain range and is characterized by normal faults directed along pre-existing compressive tectonic
structures (Anzidei et al., 2009). In the Abruzzi sector,
mainly calcareous deposits constitute most of the thrust system. Near L’Aquila, an elongated northwest southeast trending intramontane basin is present; its alluvial to lacustrine
Quaternary filling deposits are up to 100 m thick. The deposits are formed mainly by loose gravelly sands interlayered
with palustrine silty-clayey lenses and blocky calcareous debris (Rapolla et al., 2009, and papers therein referenced).
De Luca et al. (2005) who examined accelerometric recordings of earthquakes with moderate and intermediate magnitude at both local and regional distances, revealed a significant ground-motion amplification effect at low frequencies
(≈0.6 Hz) in the city of L’Aquila, consistent with a sedimentary basin, filled by lacustrine sediments, with a maximum
depth of about 250 m.
2

The seismic event and the ULF measurements

“An earthquake measuring 6.3 on the Richter scale hit central Italy last night causing thousands of people to lose
their homes and more than 250 deaths. Most of the damage surrounds the city of L’Aquila, which includes one of
the oldest centers of learning in Europe, the University of
L’Aquila. More than 4000 buildings in the city have collapsed” (Physics Today, 8 April 2009).
Such earthquake occurred on 6 April 2009, 01:32 UT: according to the Istituto Nazionale di Geofisica e Vulcanologia (INGV), it was classified as an ML =5.8, MW =6.3 event,
with a depth of 8.8 km. It was preceded by a persistent seismic activity for approximately three months: namely, between 16 January and 5 April 2009, 34 seismic events with
www.nat-hazards-earth-syst-sci.net/10/203/2010/
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2<ML <3 (and 9 with ML >3) were registered in the territory.
The main shock (the largest event in this region since the
last destructive earthquake occurred in 1703) was followed
by a large numbers of aftershocks with remarkable events
on 7 April 17:47 UT (ML =5.3) and on 9 April 00:52 UT
(ML =5.1).
At AQU magnetic field measurements are routinely conducted at the Geomagnetic Observatory (INGV) and at the
ULF station of the University of L’Aquila. As shown in
Fig. 1, the Geomagnetic Observatory/ULF station are located ≈6.0 km from the epicentre of the strongest event.
The magnetic field observations presented hereafter are those
of the tri-axial fluxgate and induction magnetometers of
the ULF station. Measurements from both instruments are
recorded at a sampling frequency of 1 Hz from the same
acquisition system. The fluxgate magnetometer has a rms
instrumental noise of ∼20 pT in the frequency band 1–
500 mHz; more specifically, according to the usual classification scheme for continuous pulsations (Pc1: 200–500 mHz;
Pc2: 100–200 mHz; Pc3: 20–100 mHz; Pc4: 7–20 mHz;
Pc5: 1–7 mHz), the rms noise is ∼10 pT (Pc1 band), ∼10 pT
(Pc2), ∼10 pT (Pc3), ∼5 pT (Pc4), ∼3 pT (Pc5). The rms
of the quantization noise is ∼0.3 pT. The induction magnetometer has an amplitude/frequency response almost linear (∼ 6 V/nT/Hz) in the frequency range 0–0.2 Hz. The
rms instrumental noise is ∼1 pT (Pc1), ∼1 pT (Pc2), ∼3 pT
(Pc3), ∼5 pT (Pc4), ∼10 pT (Pc5). The rms of the quantization noise is less than 0.5 pT in the frequency range 1–
500 mHz. According to Villante and Vellante (1998) and Villante et al. (2004), the man-made contamination determines
in the ULF bands a weekly modulation with minimum power
values on Sundays and reduced power level on Saturdays;
such contamination would provide an additional noise during weekdays (daytime hours) of ∼1 pT (Pc1), ∼2 pT (Pc2),
∼3 pT (Pc3), while no significant contamination was determined in the lower frequency bands and, in general, during
nighttime hours.
In the present analysis data have been organized in frequency bands corresponding to the Pc1-Pc5 classification.
For the higher frequency bands (Pc1-Pc2) we will mostly
consider measurements from the induction magnetometer,
more suitable for higher frequency fluctuations (as confirmed
by the rms noise), and measurements from both instruments
in the other bands (Pc3-Pc5). The spectra of the geomagnetic field components have been evaluated over 60-min intervals between 1.7 and 500 mHz. For the scopes of the
present investigation, in each frequency band the polarization parameter R is determined by the ratio between the
vertical and the total horizontal signal amplitude, namely
R = (PZ /(PH + PD ))1/2 . The scale exponent of the magnetic field observations has been evaluated by means of the
Detrended Fluctuation Analysis method (DFA), as originally
proposed by Peng et al. (1995); in particular, we considered a range of temporal scales from 10 to 500 s and the fast
algorithm developed by Little et al. (2006). A preliminary
www.nat-hazards-earth-syst-sci.net/10/203/2010/
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Fig. 1. The position of the epicentre of the major events with respect
to the position of the Geomagnetic Observatory and ULF station.

analysis revealed the post-midnight interval 00:00–03:00 UT
(01:00–04:00 LT) at AQU as less affected by ULF events of
magnetospheric origin (except for the possible occurrence of
Pi2 events, 7–25 mHz) and man-made contamination: consequently, as in previous investigations (Hayakawa et al., 1996,
1999; Prattes et al., 2008), we mostly focused our attention
on such “quiet” interval for the identification of possible ULF
emissions of lithospheric origin.

3
3.1

The experimental observations
The results of a statistical analysis

In order to identify the possible occurrence of an explicit
variation in the amplitude of ULF signals in the time interval preceding earthquake and characterized by a persistent
seismic activity, we compared (Fig. 2a–c) the histograms
of the amplitude distribution in different frequency bands
(00:00–03:00 UT) as obtained during 2007–2008 (we excluded November and December 2008 in that affected, although occasionally, by seismic activity) with those obtained during the three months interval preceding earthquake
(2 January–5 April 2009). In general, such histograms show
that the Z component (less influenced by magnetospheric and
ionospheric signals), is typically characterized by lower amplitudes with respect to the other components in all frequency
bands. The comparison between different intervals does not
reveal any statistical evidence for an increased ULF activity
preceding the earthquake in any frequency band or component; rather, such observations would suggest a general tendency for a lower ULF activity.
Histograms of the polarization parameter (Fig. 2d) reveal
more peaked distributions in the higher frequency bands,
with peak values of the order of ≈0.2–0.4 which basically
Nat. Hazards Earth Syst. Sci., 10, 203–214, 2010
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Fig. 2. Panels (a)–(c): histograms of the distributions of the amplitude of the geomagnetic field components in different frequency bands.
Panel (d): histogram of the distribution of the polarization parameter R. Black line: data for 2007–2008; red line: data for January–5 April
2009.
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represent the effect of the instrumental noise during quiet
conditions. In the lower frequency bands, R shows broader
distributions with higher values around ≈0.2 (Pc4 and Pc5
band). For comparison, Prattes et al. (2008), who considered
as polarization parameter the ratio of the power of components between 10–50 mHz, determined mean plus standard
deviation values between ≈0.6 and ≈1.2 at three European
stations. As for the field components, the comparison between different intervals does not suggest increased R in the
interval preceding the earthquake, although greater percentages of values between ≈0.4–0.7 are detected in the Pc3
band.
3.2

The long term behavior

Figures 3a–c show the long term behaviour of the amplitude
of the field components and geomagnetic activity index Kp
(six months preceding the earthquake; 00:00–03:00 UT). The
close correspondence between observations obtained with
different magnetometers in the Pc3-Pc5 bands (practically
coincident for the H and D component) make us sure that
the estimated signal amplitudes, in general, are not significantly influenced by instrumental aspects. The co-seismic
shaking effect observed on the induction magnetometer measurements for the major event is practically absent in the fluxgate measurements.
A visual inspection of the experimental results suggests,
with few exceptions, a general correspondence, more explicit in the Pc3-Pc5 band, between signal amplitudes and
Kp index (Saito, 1969). Some evidence for higher values
in the weeks preceding the earthquake (Fraser-Smith et al.,
1990) might be tentatively identified in the Pc4 and Pc5 band
(H component) during March 2009. However, similar increases are detected also in different intervals; in addition,
it is worth noting that the peak value of the Pc5 activity
(13 March) corresponds to the peak value of the Kp index
in the entire six months interval.
Some prominent peaks, identified by arrows, appear in
Fig. 3. Those occurring in the Pc5 band on 25 November (H and D component, event A) and on 30 December
(H component, event B) might appear somewhat greater
than expected, given the corresponding Kp level: nevertheless, such high values come from a wave activity (event A,
Fig. 4a) and a bay-like variation (event B, Fig. 4b), respectively which are typical manifestations of the magnetospheric dynamics as observed during nighttime intervals at
our latitudes. On the hand, a quick look analysis of measurements at other European observatories reveals in both
cases practically the same traces. Extreme signal amplitudes
are detected in all components on 11 December (event C),
more explicitly in the Pc1-Pc3 band: such high values,
however, basically come from an intense lightning activity
(1755 lightnings within 100 km from AQU between 00:00–
03:00 UT; 186 within 50 km; SIRF-Sistema Italiano Rilevamento Fulmini, http://www.fulmini.it/default.asp; EUCLID
www.nat-hazards-earth-syst-sci.net/10/203/2010/
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network for lightning data for Europe, http://www.euclid.
org/contacts.html#ita) providing signal sequences such as
in Fig. 4c (induction magnetometer) which mostly consist
of positive and negative changes (or both) of short duration (≈3–10 s). We would then conclude that the results
of Fig. 3a–c do not reveal amplitude increases unambiguously related to the earthquake occurrence (Fraser-Smith et
al., 1990; Bernardi et al., 1991; Molchanov et al., 1992;
Hayakawa et al., 1996, 2000; Bleier et al., 2009).
Similarly, the polarization parameter R (Fig. 3d) does not
show any clear tendency to increase during weeks preceding the earthquake in any frequency band (Hayakawa et al.,
1996). Nevertheless, an explicit enhancement occurs on
5 March (event D; see also Fig. 3c). The 1-s data in Fig. 4d
reveal that this effect comes from a sharp variation of the geomagnetic field (affecting more explicit the vertical component with a sharp change of level of ≈3 nT) which is detected
by both instruments. A similar feature might be tentatively
interpreted in terms of lithospheric processes; nevertheless,
the comparison with the absolute field measurements performed in situ by INGV rather suggests contamination from
a highly localized artificial disturbance.
3.3

The short term behavior

Figure 5a–c show the signal behaviour for the entire three
days (00:00–24:00 LT) preceding the event: as can be seen,
in addition to the well known daily modulation related to
ionospheric and magnetospheric processes (less evident in
the Pc4-Pc5 bands) as well as to man-made contamination
(more explicit at higher frequencies, Villante et al., 2004),
the experimental results do not reveal any increase of activity
starting few hours before the earthquake (Fraser-Smith et al.,
1990; Bernardi et al., 1991; Molchanov et al., 1992). Similarly, the polarization parameter (Fig. 5d), although irregular (Pc3-Pc5 band), does not show any remarkable enhancement; in addition, the lower values detected around midnight
in the Pc1 and Pc2 band confirm this time interval as the
most suitable for the identification of anomalous Z signals of
lithospheric origin at the highest frequencies.
3.4

The slope of the power spectrum and
the DFA analysis

Figure 6 shows the long term behaviour of the spectral index
β (top panel) and DFA index α (central panel) as obtained
by a best fit linear approximation in a log-log representation of the experimental points (respectively, power density
vs frequency and DFA vs. time scale). Here the data points
represent the 11-days running averages of β and α estimates
obtained between 00:00–03:00 UT. As can be seen, the average β typically range between ≈2.0 and ≈2.7 for the H
and D component (consistently, α ranges between ≈1.5 and
≈1.8) and between 1.8 and 2.2 for the Z component (α between ≈1.4 and ≈1.6). The comparison with the behaviour
Nat. Hazards Earth Syst. Sci., 10, 203–214, 2010
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Fig. 3. Panels (a)–(c): the amplitude of components in different frequency bands (00:00–03:00 UT). Dotted lines (when identifiable) correspond to the median values. In the bottom plot: the behaviour of the Kp index. Panel (d): the polarization parameter R. Black line: data
from the induction magnetometer; red line: data from the fluxgate magnetometer. Arrows identify events discussed in the text.
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Figure 4

Fig. 4. Panels (a), (b), and (d): 1-s measurements from the fluxgate magnetometer. Panel (c): 1-s measurements from the induction
magnetometer.

of the Kp index (bottom panel) suggests a general tendency
for greater values during more active magnetospheric conditions and some evidence for a 27-day modulation (confirmed
by the results of the spectral analysis, not shown; Hayakawa
et al., 1996, 2000). As a matter of fact, the polynomial
fit approximation of the experimental points (solid lines in
Fig. 6) reveals a long term variation with smaller values of
both indices approximately during summer 2007 and greater
values during January–March 2008: the amplitude of such
modulation is smaller for the Z component. In the present
scenario the identification of any peculiar earthquake related
feature might be highly ambiguous: in particular, we do not
find any clear evidence for a gradual decrease of the slope of
the power spectrum and of the DFA index in the process of
earthquake preparation (1–2 months, Hayakawa et al., 1996,
2000).
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3.5

The occurrence of short duration pulses

As previously reminded, Bleier et al. (2009) found an increased occurrence of negative or positive pulses on the
D component, approximately 15 days before the Alum Rock
earthquake (induction magnetometer with a 12-Hz low pass
filter); such pulses had long duration (up to ≈15 s) as compared with that one locally determined by the lightning activity (0.1–0.5 s). Despite the low sampling rate (1 s), we
found interesting to conduct a similar analysis on the induction magnetometer data, focusing attention on the daily rate
of occurrence (as obtained examining the entire 24-h interval) of negative or positive pulses (or both) of short duration.
A threshold of 100 mV amplitude was used for the pulses selection; for a pulse of 4 s (the typical duration of the selected
pulses was shorter than ≈5 s), this threshold corresponds to a
magnetic signal of amplitude ∼0.05 nT, well above the typical background man-made noise (less than few pT in this
Nat. Hazards Earth Syst. Sci., 10, 203–214, 2010
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Fig. 5. Panels (a)–(c): the hourly average of the amplitude of components in different frequency bands (00:00–24:00 UT) for the three days
preceding the earthquake. Panel (d): the polarization parameter R. Black line: data from the induction magnetometer; red line: data from
the fluxgate magnetometer. The dotted lines on the right identify the earthquake occurrence.
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Fig. 6. Top panel: the behaviour of the spectral index β for the field components. Central panel: the behaviour of the DFA index α. Bottom
panel: the Kp index. Solid lines identify the polynomial best fit approximation to the experimental points.

frequency range). The results of the induction magnetometer (Fig. 7; basically confirmed by fluxgate measurements)
reveal a trend of the daily rate of pulses for a general increase in the time interval preceding the event, with peak
values in the D component ≈20 days before the earthquake
(18 and 19 March). According to SIRF, no lightning activity occurred within 100 km on 18 March, while a significant
lightning activity was registered between 11:28–23:30 UT on
19 March (1952 lightnings within 100 km). Figure 8 shows
1 h of measurements for both days: on 19 March, in substantial association with the lightning occurrence, sharp pulses
were detected from both the induction and the fluxgate magnetometer (with a typical amplitude smaller than 1 nT); on
the other hand, the pulses detected on 18 March, in absence
of lightning activity, reveal different features (in terms of a
smaller amplitude and a tendency to be clustered in short
time intervals), suggesting other natural sources or artificial
contamination.

www.nat-hazards-earth-syst-sci.net/10/203/2010/
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Discussion

Reliable earthquake prediction is a worthwhile goal that, if
ever attained, would contribute to reduce the loss of life and
property. Unfortunately, it is not at all clear that earthquake
prediction is either possible and the role of geomagnetic field
observations, from DC to HF, remains controversial (Johnston et al., 2006; Campbell, 2009; Thomas et al., 2009a, b;
Fraser-Smith, 2009). As previously reminded, in the ULF
frequency range, candidates for precursory signatures have
been proposed in the increase in the noise background and
polarization parameter, in the changing characteristics of the
slope of the power spectrum and fractal dimension, in the
possible occurrence of short duration pulses (Fraser-Smith
et al., 1990; Bernardi et al., 1991; Molchanov et al., 1992;
Hayakawa et al., 1996, 1999, 2000; Ida et al., 2005; Yen
et al., 2004; Prattes et al., 2008; Bleier et al., 2009). It is
clear, however, that, even if successfully ascertained, these
elements, at the present stage, might hardly be considered as
“alert” indicators of the imminent occurrence of local earthquakes; however, their unambiguous identification might be
Nat. Hazards Earth Syst. Sci., 10, 203–214, 2010
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Fig. 7. The daily rate of occurrence (24 h) of short duration pulses
in the geomagnetic field components (induction magnetometer). In
the bottom panel the Kp index.

Fig. 8. 1-h samples of the comparison between the lightning occurrence and the identification of pulses in the D component in the
induction and fluxgate magnetometer. Panel (a): 18 March 2009;
panel (b): 19 March 2009 (no lightning activity).

useful for a better understanding of the physical processes
related to the earthquake preparation and occurrence.
On the other hand, in addition to the strength of the earthquake and to the distance of the geomagnetic measurements
from the epicentre, the possible identification of earthquake
related ULF signals is also remarkably influenced by the
depth of the hypocenter (assuming that the sources of magnetic signals were located in and around hypocenters) and
by the local electrical conductivity (σ ) of the Earth’s crust.
For example, Fraser-Smith (2009) estimated that a magnetic
signal propagating in an “earth material” characterized by
σ =0.1 S/m, the signal amplitude at ≈0.01 Hz is reduced to
roughly one third of its initial amplitude in ≈16 km, where at
≈10 Hz this reduction takes place in only ≈0.5 km. Clearly,
different conductivity values would deeply alter the trend of
attenuation. This is an additional feature which makes highly
ambiguous the comparison between different events (note,
for example, that the depth of the hypocenter was ≈17 km
for the Loma Prieta event, ≈10 km at Spitak, and ≈50 km at
Guam).
In this context, we conducted, with conventional techniques, a preliminary analysis of the ULF observations performed at L’Aquila during the 6 April 2009 earthquake, focusing attention on the possible occurrence of features similar to those identified in previous events. Such earthquake
was not as strong as most of those examined in previous in-

vestigations: in the meanwhile, it occurred close to the local Geomagnetic Observatory (at a depth of ≈9 km) where
ULF measurements have been routinely conducted (and analysed) by different instrumentations over many years, allowing comparisons between measurements performed in the
time interval preceding the event with those obtained over
several years with the same instrumentation.
Within the limits of the present investigation, we did not
find any compelling evidence for any of the ULF features
which have been proposed as earthquake precursors, in that
most of aspects of our observations (which in some cases
appear consistent with previous findings are interpretable in
terms of the general magnetospheric conditions or contamination by lightnings and, eventually, artificial sources. In
particular, the polarization ratio identified, one month before
the earthquake, a sharp change in the magnetic field elements
which, in absence of careful analysis of the high resolution
data and comparison with other measurements, would have
been erroneously interpreted in terms of possible lithospheric
processes. On the other hand, in general, caution should
be adopted before drawing conclusions for similar signals.
Indeed, although variations of the order of few nT in the geomagnetic field (≈1–5 nT) have been associated with tectonic
(and volcanic) activity in the Earth’s crust, there are cases
in which similar features can hardly be imputed to lithospheric processes (Molchanov et al., 1995b; Hayakawa and
Fujinawa, 1994; Johnston, 1997; Masci et al., 2006, 2009).
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On the other hand, it is clear, that in order to ascertain
the real occurrence of precursory aspects and their statistical significance, it is important to conduct preliminary analysis of the characteristics of the observing stations in terms
of influence/contamination from other natural sources and
man-made disturbances, relationship between the local ULF
power level and the global geomagnetic activity (Kp and
other indices; daily, 27-day, annual and solar-cycle modulation of ULF manifestations of external and magnetospheric
origin), comparison between ground and space observations
(for single events) to ascertain the possible penetration of external waves into the magnetosphere, etc. In addition, the expected ULF disturbances related to earthquakes (if any) are
generally weak and sophisticated signal processing methods
and a lot of experience are required to evaluate the source of
ULF emission (Harada et al., 2004; Hattori and Hayakawa,
2007; Nenovski et al., 2007; Prattes et al., 2008). In forthcoming papers we will pay careful attention to these aspects:
indeed, in our opinion, whatever the answer, a better understanding of the possible identification of geomagnetic signals
(in general) related to earthquakes represents an important
aspect which deserves significant scientific and social relevance.
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